GHR gene
growth hormone receptor

Normal Function

The GHR gene provides instructions for making a protein called the growth hormone receptor. This receptor is embedded in the outer membrane of cells throughout the body and is most abundant in liver cells.

The growth hormone receptor has three major parts: An extracellular region that sticks out from the surface of the cell, a transmembrane region that anchors the receptor to the cell membrane, and an intracellular region that transmits signals to the interior of the cell. The extracellular region attaches (binds) to a substance called growth hormone, fitting together like a lock and its key. The binding of growth hormone triggers signaling via the intracellular region of the receptor that stimulates the growth and division of cells. This signaling also leads to the production, primarily by liver cells, of another important growth-promoting hormone called insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I).

Growth hormone and IGF-I have a wide variety of effects on the growth and function of many parts of the body. For example, these hormones stimulate the growth and division of cells called chondrocytes, which play a critical role in producing new bone tissue. Growth hormone and IGF-I also influence metabolism, including how the body uses and stores carbohydrates, proteins, and fats from food.

Researchers have identified two major versions (isoforms) of the growth hormone receptor. The two isoforms differ by the presence or absence of a particular segment known as exon 3, which is located in the extracellular region of the receptor. The version of the receptor that includes exon 3 is known as the full-length isoform (fl-GHR), while the version that is missing exon 3 is known as the exon 3-deficient isoform (d3-GHR). Both isoforms are relatively common in most populations. Each individual can have fl-GHR only, d3-GHR only, or a mix of both isoforms. The two isoforms bind to growth hormone in the same way on the surface of cells, but for reasons that are unclear, d3-GHR is associated with enhanced signaling within cells compared with fl-GHR.

Health Conditions Related to Genetic Changes

Laron syndrome

At least 70 mutations in the GHR gene have been found to cause Laron syndrome, a rare form of short stature that is also characterized by obesity, a distinctive facial appearance, and other signs and symptoms affecting multiple body systems. All of the identified mutations impair the function of the growth hormone receptor. Most of the mutations affect the extracellular region of the receptor, preventing it from binding
to growth hormone effectively. A few mutations affect the intracellular region of the receptor, reducing or eliminating its ability to trigger the signals that promote growth.

Although people with *GHR* gene mutations produce growth hormone, the defective receptors prevent cells from responding to the hormone by producing IGF-I or triggering cell growth and division. The cells' inability to react to growth hormone, which is described as growth hormone insensitivity, disrupts the normal growth of many different tissues. Short stature results when growth hormone cannot adequately stimulate the growth of bones. Changes in metabolism caused by insensitivity to growth hormone and the resulting shortage of IGF-I cause many of the other features of the condition, including obesity.

Studies suggest that people with Laron syndrome have a significantly reduced risk of cancer and type 2 diabetes. Affected individuals appear to develop these common diseases much less frequently than their unaffected relatives, despite having obesity (a risk factor for both cancer and type 2 diabetes). Researchers are working to determine how mutations in the *GHR* gene may protect people with Laron syndrome from developing these diseases. Studies suggest that insensitivity to growth hormone may help prevent the uncontrolled growth and division of cells that can lead to the development of cancerous tumors. Growth hormone insensitivity also appears to alter how the body responds to insulin, which is a hormone that regulates blood sugar levels. Resistance to the effects of insulin is a major risk factor for type 2 diabetes. People with Laron syndrome have the opposite situation, an increased sensitivity to insulin, which likely helps explain their reduced risk of this disease.

**Other disorders**

The two isoforms of the growth hormone receptor have been studied in several conditions involving problems with growth. These conditions include short stature resulting from a shortage (deficiency) of growth hormone, slow growth starting before birth (small for gestational age), and short stature of unknown cause (idiopathic short stature). Some studies have found that children with these disorders respond differently to treatment depending on which isoform of the growth hormone receptor they have. Specifically, d3-GHR has been associated with faster growth during treatment compared with fl-GHR. Other studies have not found a difference in growth, although all of the studies used different methodologies and included relatively few participants.

The two isoforms of the growth hormone receptor have also been studied in adults with acromegaly, a disorder characterized by increased levels of growth hormone. The abnormally high levels are most often caused by a noncancerous tumor in the pituitary gland, which is the part of the brain where growth hormone is produced. In response to the excess growth hormone, the bones of the hands, feet, and face grow unusually large. Other signs and symptoms of this condition can include thickened skin, increased sweating and body odor, enlargement of certain organs, muscle weakness, and excessive tiredness (fatigue). In adults with acromegaly, studies suggest that having the d3-GHR isoform is associated with better response
to treatment compared with having fl-GHR. However, having d3-GHR appears to increase the risk of certain complications of the disease compared with having fl-GHR. The reasons for these differences are not fully understood.

Whether a person has fl-GHR or d3-GHR does not seem to affect adult height in people without a growth disorder. Many genetic and non-genetic factors, some of which are unknown, influence how tall a person will be.

**Chromosomal Location**

Cytogenetic Location: 5p13.1-p12, which is the short (p) arm of chromosome 5 between positions 13.1 and 12

Molecular Location: base pairs 42,423,439 to 42,721,878 on chromosome 5 (Homo sapiens Updated Annotation Release 109.20200228, GRCh38.p13) (NCBI)

Credit: Genome Decoration Page/NCBI

**Other Names for This Gene**

- GH receptor
- GHBP
- GHR_HUMAN
- growth hormone binding protein
- serum binding protein
- somatotropin receptor

**Additional Information & Resources**

**Educational Resources**

  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK27/#A1377
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28GH+receptor%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28growth+hormone+receptor%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28somatotropin+receptor%5BTIAB%5D%29%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+720+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- GROWTH HORMONE RECEPTOR
  http://omim.org/entry/600946

Research Resources

- Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematology
  http://atlasgeneticsoncology.org/Genes/GC_GHR.html
- ClinVar
- HGNC Gene Symbol Report
- Monarch Initiative
  https://monarchinitiative.org/gene/NCBIGene:2690
- NCBI Gene
- UniProt
  https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P10912
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